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Major Periods Planets & Signs Legends
10/28/55  -  10/25/58  -  Saturn Sun AriesA a

10/25/58  -  10/25/75  -  Mercury Moon TaurusE b
10/25/75  -  10/25/82  -  Ketu

Mars GeminiF c10/25/82  -  10/25/02  -  Venus
Mercury Cancer10/25/02  -  10/24/08  -  Sun B d

10/25/08  -  10/25/18  -  Moon Jupiter LeoK e
10/25/18  -  10/25/25  -  Mars Venus VirgoC f
10/25/25  -  10/25/43  -  Rahu

Saturn LibraL10/25/43  -  10/25/59  -  Jupiter g

Rahu ScorpioP h
Name  RetSign Degrees Star  Qtr.Lord Sub Bindus

Ketu SagittariusQAscendant Gemini 24° 58’ Punarvasu 2 Jup Merc i

Sun Libra 11° 45’ Swati 2 Rahu Sat 3A Capricornj
Moon Pisces 14° 33’ Uttarabhadrap 4 Sat Rahu 62

AquariuskMars Virgo 16° 51’ Hasta 3 Moon Sat 2F
PiscesMercury Virgo 23° 19’ Hasta 4 Moon Sun 4B l

Jupiter Leo  4° 32’ Magha 2 Ketu Moon 3K
Venus Libra 26° 56’ Visakha 3 Jup Ven 3C
Saturn Libra 28° 20’ Visakha 3 Jup Ven 1L
Rahu Scorpio 26° 13’ Jyestha 3 Merc JupP
Ketu Taurus 26° 13’ Mrgashira 1 Mars JupQ



Rasi Chart for Your Name 
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This is your main birth chart shown in the Northd b
Indian Style.   There are twelve houses.  Each housec

Q governs different affairs of life.  Each house has a sign
K occupying it and shaping it.  The area holding the

word "Rasi" is the First House.  The houses then
proceed to the left, or counter-clockwise, as the 2nd,e q a
3rd, 4th, and so on.  The sign occupying the first
house is know as the Ascendent, Lagna or "Rising

Rasi Sign".  You have Gemini Rising.   Each house has a
symbol or number near it's outer edge which stands
for the sign occupying that house.  The signs are

f lF E actual constellations visible in the night sky.  The
planets are always somewhere amongst these

B Chart constellations.  Your chart is the positions of the
planets in the sky at the time of your birth.  By
noting the positions of the planets in the Signs andA

g Houses as shown above, your readings take shape.k
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Name  Ret Sign Degrees Star  Qtr. Lord Sub Lord Mode Bindus Shasti B/M

Ascendant Gemini 24° 58’ Punarvasu 2 Jup Merc Satwic Praveen B
Sun Libra 11° 45’ Swati 2 Rahu Sat Tamasic 3 Mahesva B
Moon Pisces 14° 33’ Uttarabhadrapad 4 Sat Rahu Tamasic 6 Mrithyu M
Mars Virgo 16° 51’ Hasta 3 Moon Sat Rajasic 2 Kalinas B
Mercury Virgo 23° 19’ Hasta 4 Moon Sun Rajasic 4 Marut B
Jupiter Leo  4° 32’ Magha 2 Ketu Moon Tamasic 3 Vahni M
Venus Libra 26° 56’ Visakha 3 Jup Ven Satwic 3 Saumya B
Saturn Libra 28° 20’ Visakha 3 Jup Ven Satwic 1 Amrita B
Rahu Scorpio 26° 13’ Jyestha 3 Merc Jup Satwic Kulaghn M
Ketu Taurus 26° 13’ Mrgashira 1 Mars Jup Tamasic Kulaghn M

M
M
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Placements Ex Mula Own GF FR NT EN GE Deb Key Full Name % of Power

Sun (Surya) Ex ........... Exalted ............. 1000
Mula ........... Moolatrikona ............. 75Moon (Candra) 2
Own ........... Own Sign ............. 50

Mars (Kuja) F GF ........... Great Friend ............. 37
Merc. (Budhi) FR ........... Friend ............. 25B

NT ........... Neutral ............. 12Jupiter (Guru) K
EN ........... Enemy ............. 6

Venus (Shukra) C GE ........... Great Enemy ............. 3
Saturn (Sani) Deb ........... Debilitated ............. 0L

Signs Legend Planets Legend Types

A Sun Venus New MoonC 8a Aries e Leo i Sagittarius Ben: C L B
b Taurus Virgo Capricorn F Mars L Saturn 9 Waxing Moonf j Mal: A KGemini Libra Aquariusc B Mercury P Rahu Full Moong k 6

Neu: E F BCancer Scorpio Piscesd h l K Jupiter Q Ketu Waning Moon7
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Find the most recent passed date in the column under "begins"- the large planet in that section is the Major Period you are inMaha Dasha Bhuktis
and the small planet symbol next to the date under "begins" is the bhukti, or sub period, you are in.  Then, go across to the

Major Period Sub Begins right from there to the most recent passed date- that planet is the antardasha, or sub-sub period you are in.

L B Q C A E F P K
B Q C A E F P K L
Q C A E F P K L B

L C A E F P K L B Q
A E F P K L B Q C
E F P K L B Q C ASaturn
F P K L B Q C A E
P K L B Q C A 09/26/1955 E 11/17/1955 F 02/12/1956

K 04/13/1956 L 08/14/1956 B 01/08/1957 Q 05/19/1957 C 07/12/1957 A 12/13/1957 E 01/28/1958 F 04/15/1958 P 06/08/1958

B 10/25/1958 Q 02/27/1959 C 04/18/1959 A 09/12/1959 E 10/27/1959 F 01/08/1960 P 02/28/1960 K 07/09/1960 L 11/04/1960

Q 03/23/1961 C 04/13/1961 A 06/12/1961 E 06/30/1961 F 07/31/1961 P 08/21/1961 K 10/14/1961 L 12/01/1961 B 01/28/1962

C 03/20/1962 A 09/08/1962 E 10/30/1962 F 01/25/1963 P 03/26/1963 K 08/28/1963 L 01/13/1964 B 06/24/1964 Q 11/19/1964

B A 01/17/1965 E 02/02/1965 F 02/28/1965 P 03/18/1965 K 05/04/1965 L 06/14/1965 B 08/02/1965 Q 09/15/1965 C 10/03/1965

E 11/24/1965 F 01/06/1966 P 02/05/1966 K 04/24/1966 L 07/02/1966 B 09/22/1966 Q 12/04/1966 C 01/04/1967 A 03/31/1967

F 04/26/1967 P 05/17/1967 K 07/10/1967 L 08/28/1967 B 10/24/1967 Q 12/14/1967 C 01/04/1968 A 03/05/1968 E 03/23/1968
Mercury

P 04/21/1968 K 09/09/1968 L 01/11/1969 B 06/07/1969 Q 10/17/1969 C 12/11/1969 A 05/14/1970 E 06/30/1970 F 09/16/1970

K 11/10/1970 L 02/28/1971 B 07/09/1971 Q 11/03/1971 C 12/21/1971 A 05/08/1972 E 06/18/1972 F 08/26/1972 P 10/13/1972

L 02/14/1973 B 07/20/1973 Q 12/06/1973 C 02/01/1974 A 07/15/1974 E 09/02/1974 F 11/24/1974 P 01/20/1975 K 06/16/1975

Q 10/25/1975 C 11/03/1975 A 11/28/1975 E 12/06/1975 F 12/17/1975 P 12/27/1975 K 01/18/1976 L 02/06/1976 B 03/01/1976

C 03/22/1976 A 06/02/1976 E 06/22/1976 F 07/28/1976 P 08/22/1976 K 10/25/1976 L 12/21/1976 B 02/27/1977 Q 04/27/1977

A 05/23/1977 E 05/28/1977 F 06/09/1977 P 06/16/1977 K 07/05/1977 L 07/22/1977 B 08/12/1977 Q 08/30/1977 C 09/06/1977

Q E 09/27/1977 F 10/15/1977 P 10/27/1977 K 11/29/1977 L 12/27/1977 B 01/30/1978 Q 03/01/1978 C 03/13/1978 A 04/17/1978

F 04/28/1978 P 05/07/1978 K 05/29/1978 L 06/18/1978 B 07/12/1978 Q 08/02/1978 C 08/11/1978 A 09/05/1978 E 09/12/1978

P 09/24/1978 K 11/21/1978 L 01/11/1979 B 03/13/1979 Q 05/07/1979 C 05/28/1979 A 08/01/1979 E 08/20/1979 F 09/21/1979
Ketu

K 10/13/1979 L 11/27/1979 B 01/21/1980 Q 03/09/1980 C 03/28/1980 A 05/24/1980 E 06/11/1980 F 07/09/1980 P 07/29/1980

L 09/18/1980 B 11/21/1980 Q 01/17/1981 C 02/10/1981 A 04/19/1981 E 05/08/1981 F 06/11/1981 P 07/05/1981 K 09/04/1981

B 10/28/1981 Q 12/18/1981 C 01/09/1982 A 03/10/1982 E 03/28/1982 F 04/27/1982 P 05/18/1982 K 07/12/1982 L 08/29/1982

C 10/25/1982 A 05/16/1983 E 07/16/1983 F 10/25/1983 P 01/04/1984 K 07/05/1984 L 12/14/1984 B 06/25/1985 Q 12/14/1985

A 02/24/1986 E 03/14/1986 F 04/13/1986 P 05/04/1986 K 06/28/1986 L 08/16/1986 B 10/12/1986 Q 12/04/1986 C 12/25/1986

E 02/23/1987 F 04/15/1987 P 05/21/1987 K 08/20/1987 L 11/10/1987 B 02/14/1988 Q 05/10/1988 C 06/15/1988 A 09/24/1988

C F 10/24/1988 P 11/18/1988 K 01/21/1989 L 03/19/1989 B 05/26/1989 Q 07/25/1989 C 08/19/1989 A 10/29/1989 E 11/19/1989

P 12/25/1989 K 06/07/1990 L 10/31/1990 B 04/23/1991 Q 09/25/1991 C 11/27/1991 A 05/28/1992 E 07/22/1992 F 10/21/1992

K 12/24/1992 L 05/03/1993 B 10/04/1993 Q 02/19/1994 C 04/18/1994 A 09/26/1994 E 11/14/1994 F 02/03/1995 P 04/01/1995
Venus

L 08/25/1995 B 02/24/1996 Q 08/07/1996 C 10/13/1996 A 04/23/1997 E 06/21/1997 F 09/25/1997 P 12/02/1997 K 05/24/1998

B 10/25/1998 Q 03/21/1999 C 05/20/1999 A 11/08/1999 E 12/30/1999 F 03/26/2000 P 05/25/2000 K 10/27/2000 L 03/14/2001

Q 08/25/2001 C 09/19/2001 A 11/29/2001 E 12/19/2001 F 01/24/2002 P 02/18/2002 K 04/23/2002 L 06/20/2002 B 08/26/2002

A 10/25/2002 E 10/31/2002 F 11/09/2002 P 11/15/2002 K 12/01/2002 L 12/16/2002 B 01/02/2003 Q 01/18/2003 C 01/24/2003

E 02/12/2003 F 02/26/2003 P 03/10/2003 K 04/06/2003 L 04/30/2003 B 05/29/2003 Q 06/24/2003 C 07/05/2003 A 08/04/2003

F 08/14/2003 P 08/21/2003 K 09/09/2003 L 09/26/2003 B 10/16/2003 Q 11/04/2003 C 11/11/2003 A 12/02/2003 E 12/08/2003

A P 12/19/2003 K 02/06/2004 L 03/21/2004 B 05/12/2004 Q 06/28/2004 C 07/17/2004 A 09/10/2004 E 09/26/2004 F 10/24/2004

K 11/12/2004 L 12/21/2004 B 02/05/2005 Q 03/18/2005 C 04/04/2005 A 05/23/2005 E 06/07/2005 F 07/01/2005 P 07/18/2005

L 08/31/2005 B 10/25/2005 Q 12/13/2005 C 01/02/2006 A 03/01/2006 E 03/18/2006 F 04/17/2006 P 05/07/2006 K 06/28/2006
Sun

B 08/13/2006 Q 09/26/2006 C 10/14/2006 A 12/04/2006 E 12/20/2006 F 01/15/2007 P 02/02/2007 K 03/21/2007 L 05/01/2007

Q 06/20/2007 C 06/27/2007 A 07/18/2007 E 07/24/2007 F 08/05/2007 P 08/12/2007 K 08/31/2007 L 09/17/2007 B 10/07/2007

C 10/25/2007 A 12/25/2007 E 01/13/2008 F 02/12/2008 P 03/04/2008 K 04/28/2008 L 06/15/2008 B 08/12/2008 Q 10/03/2008

E 10/25/2008 F 11/19/2008 P 12/06/2008 K 01/21/2009 L 03/03/2009 B 04/20/2009 Q 06/02/2009 C 06/20/2009 A 08/10/2009

F 08/25/2009 P 09/06/2009 K 10/09/2009 L 11/05/2009 B 12/09/2009 Q 01/09/2010 C 01/20/2010 A 02/25/2010 E 03/08/2010

P 03/26/2010 K 06/16/2010 L 08/28/2010 B 11/22/2010 Q 02/08/2011 C 03/13/2011 A 06/12/2011 E 07/09/2011 F 08/24/2011

E K 09/25/2011 L 11/29/2011 B 02/14/2012 Q 04/23/2012 C 05/21/2012 A 08/11/2012 E 09/03/2012 F 10/15/2012 P 11/12/2012

L 01/23/2013 B 04/25/2013 Q 07/16/2013 C 08/19/2013 A 11/23/2013 E 12/22/2013 F 02/08/2014 P 03/14/2014 K 06/09/2014

B 08/25/2014 Q 11/07/2014 C 12/07/2014 A 03/03/2015 E 03/29/2015 F 05/11/2015 P 06/10/2015 K 08/27/2015 L 11/03/2015
Moon

Q 01/25/2016 C 02/05/2016 A 03/12/2016 E 03/23/2016 F 04/10/2016 P 04/22/2016 K 05/25/2016 L 06/21/2016 B 07/26/2016

C 08/25/2016 A 12/04/2016 E 01/03/2017 F 02/23/2017 P 03/31/2017 K 06/30/2017 L 09/20/2017 B 12/25/2017 Q 03/20/2018

A 04/25/2018 E 05/05/2018 F 05/19/2018 P 05/31/2018 K 06/27/2018 L 07/21/2018 B 08/19/2018 Q 09/13/2018 C 09/25/2018

F 10/25/2018 P 11/03/2018 K 11/25/2018 L 12/14/2018 B 01/08/2019 Q 01/28/2019 C 02/06/2019 A 03/04/2019 E 03/11/2019

P 03/23/2019 K 05/20/2019 L 07/09/2019 B 09/09/2019 Q 11/02/2019 C 11/24/2019 A 01/27/2020 E 02/15/2020 F 03/19/2020

K 04/10/2020 L 05/25/2020 B 07/18/2020 Q 09/04/2020 C 09/24/2020 A 11/20/2020 E 12/07/2020 F 01/04/2021 P 01/24/2021

F L 03/17/2021 B 05/20/2021 Q 07/16/2021 C 08/09/2021 A 10/15/2021 E 11/04/2021 F 12/08/2021 P 12/31/2021 K 03/02/2022

B 04/26/2022 Q 06/16/2022 C 07/07/2022 A 09/05/2022 E 09/23/2022 F 10/23/2022 P 11/14/2022 K 01/07/2023 L 02/24/2023

Q 04/22/2023 C 05/01/2023 A 05/26/2023 E 06/03/2023 F 06/15/2023 P 06/24/2023 K 07/16/2023 L 08/04/2023 B 08/29/2023
Mars

C 09/19/2023 A 11/29/2023 E 12/19/2023 F 01/24/2024 P 02/18/2024 K 04/22/2024 L 06/19/2024 B 08/25/2024 Q 10/24/2024

A 11/18/2024 E 11/24/2024 F 12/05/2024 P 12/12/2024 K 12/31/2024 L 01/18/2025 B 02/07/2025 Q 02/25/2025 C 03/05/2025

E 03/25/2025 F 04/13/2025 P 04/25/2025 K 05/27/2025 L 06/24/2025 B 07/28/2025 Q 08/27/2025 C 09/08/2025 A 10/14/2025
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Find the most recent passed date in the column under "begins"- the large planet in that section is the Major Period you are inMaha Dasha Bhuktis
and the small planet symbol next to the date under "begins" is the bhukti, or sub period, you are in.  Then, go across to the

Major Period Sub Begins right from there to the most recent passed date- that planet is the antardasha, or sub-sub period you are in.

P 10/25/2025 K 03/22/2026 L 07/31/2026 B 01/03/2027 Q 05/22/2027 C 07/20/2027 A 12/31/2027 E 02/18/2028 F 05/10/2028

K 07/07/2028 L 10/31/2028 B 03/20/2029 Q 07/22/2029 C 09/11/2029 A 02/04/2030 E 03/20/2030 F 06/01/2030 P 07/22/2030

L 11/30/2030 B 05/15/2031 Q 10/08/2031 C 12/09/2031 A 05/30/2032 E 07/21/2032 F 10/15/2032 P 12/16/2032 K 05/20/2033

P B 10/06/2033 Q 02/16/2034 C 04/11/2034 A 09/12/2034 E 10/29/2034 F 01/15/2035 P 03/10/2035 K 07/28/2035 L 11/30/2035

Q 04/25/2036 C 05/17/2036 A 07/20/2036 E 08/08/2036 F 09/10/2036 P 10/01/2036 K 11/28/2036 L 01/18/2037 B 03/20/2037

C 05/13/2037 A 11/12/2037 E 01/06/2038 F 04/07/2038 P 06/10/2038 K 11/21/2038 L 04/17/2039 B 10/07/2039 Q 03/10/2040
Rahu

A 05/13/2040 E 05/30/2040 F 06/26/2040 P 07/15/2040 K 09/02/2040 L 10/16/2040 B 12/07/2040 Q 01/23/2041 C 02/11/2041

E 04/06/2041 F 05/22/2041 P 06/24/2041 K 09/14/2041 L 11/25/2041 B 02/20/2042 Q 05/09/2042 C 06/10/2042 A 09/10/2042

F 10/07/2042 P 10/28/2042 K 12/26/2042 L 02/14/2043 B 04/17/2043 Q 06/10/2043 C 07/02/2043 A 09/04/2043 E 09/23/2043

K 10/25/2043 L 02/06/2044 B 06/09/2044 Q 09/27/2044 C 11/11/2044 A 03/21/2045 E 04/29/2045 F 07/03/2045 P 08/17/2045

L 12/12/2045 B 05/08/2046 Q 09/16/2046 C 11/09/2046 A 04/12/2047 E 05/28/2047 F 08/13/2047 P 10/06/2047 K 02/23/2048

B 06/25/2048 Q 10/20/2048 C 12/07/2048 A 04/25/2049 E 06/05/2049 F 08/13/2049 P 09/30/2049 K 02/01/2050 L 05/23/2050

K Q 09/30/2050 C 10/20/2050 A 12/16/2050 E 01/03/2051 F 01/31/2051 P 02/20/2051 K 04/12/2051 L 05/27/2051 B 07/20/2051

C 09/07/2051 A 02/15/2052 E 04/05/2052 F 06/24/2052 P 08/21/2052 K 01/13/2053 L 05/24/2053 B 10/25/2053 Q 03/11/2054

A 05/07/2054 E 05/22/2054 F 06/15/2054 P 07/02/2054 K 08/15/2054 L 09/23/2054 B 11/09/2054 Q 12/20/2054 C 01/06/2055
Jupiter

E 02/23/2055 F 04/06/2055 P 05/04/2055 K 07/16/2055 L 09/19/2055 B 12/05/2055 Q 02/12/2056 C 03/11/2056 A 06/01/2056

F 06/24/2056 P 07/15/2056 K 09/04/2056 L 10/19/2056 B 12/12/2056 Q 01/29/2057 C 02/18/2057 A 04/16/2057 E 05/03/2057

P 06/01/2057 K 10/10/2057 L 02/04/2058 B 06/23/2058 Q 10/25/2058 C 12/15/2058 A 05/10/2059 E 06/23/2059 F 09/04/2059

L 10/25/2059 B 04/16/2060 Q 09/19/2060 C 11/22/2060 A 05/24/2061 E 07/17/2061 F 10/18/2061 P 12/20/2061 K 06/03/2062

B 10/28/2062 Q 03/17/2063 C 05/12/2063 A 10/24/2063 E 12/11/2063 F 03/03/2064 P 04/29/2064 K 09/23/2064 L 02/01/2065

Q 07/07/2065 C 07/31/2065 A 10/06/2065 E 10/26/2065 F 11/29/2065 P 12/22/2065 K 02/21/2066 L 04/16/2066 B 06/20/2066

L C 08/16/2066 A 02/24/2067 E 04/24/2067 F 07/29/2067 P 10/05/2067 K 03/26/2068 L 08/27/2068 B 02/26/2069 Q 08/09/2069

A 10/16/2069 E 11/02/2069 F 12/01/2069 P 12/21/2069 K 02/11/2070 L 03/29/2070 B 05/23/2070 Q 07/12/2070 C 07/31/2070

E 09/28/2070 F 11/14/2070 P 12/18/2070 K 03/15/2071 L 05/31/2071 B 08/31/2071 Q 11/20/2071 C 12/25/2071 A 03/30/2072
Saturn

F 04/27/2072 P 05/21/2072 K 07/21/2072 L 09/13/2072 B 11/17/2072 Q 01/12/2073 C 02/06/2073 A 04/14/2073 E 05/04/2073

P 06/07/2073 K 11/10/2073 L 03/28/2074 B 09/10/2074 Q 02/04/2075 C 04/06/2075 A 09/26/2075 E 11/17/2075 F
K L B Q C A E F P
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Below is a basic description of the main components of your chart.  Memorizing these points about your chart will give you the
ability to describe it to any astrologer say at a party, or over the phone.  These are the main points that any Vedic Astrologer
would need to know before discussing your chart.  The zodiac is a belt of stars that surrounds the equator of the Earth and is
divided into twelve major divisions of space each being 30 degrees of the total 360 degrees of space surrounding the Earth.  At
the time you were born, one of these twelve signs was visible in space on the Eastern Horizon from the place you were born.
This "rising sign" sets up the basic structure of your chart and is very important.  It is a physical fact that the exact zodiac sign
specified in your Vedic chart was actually rising on the Eastern Horizon as seen from the city of your birth.  Also, the positions
of the planets given in your chart were actually exactly where the planets were at the time of your birth.  Counting the zodiac
signs from your rising sign sets up the houses of the chart.  Each sign is ruled by one of the planets, who is then called the lord
of that sign.  Since each sign is in their order one of the houses then each planet becomes therefore lord of a house.  Actually,
most planets rule two houses each, except the Sun and the Moon, which rule only one each.  Each house stands for different
affairs of life, and the lord of the house carries that aspects of life with it wherever it has gone to in the chart.  For example, the
lord of the 9th house carries with it the ability to grant fortunes, so the house it goes to in any chart is greatly benefited.
Therefore, if the lord of the 9th house is in your 2nd house, which rules your bank balance situation, then it grants an increase
in fortune there, meaning it is a good placement for wealth.  Now let's list out your basic placements:

You have Gemini rising.   This is also called "your Ascendant" or "your rising sign", and in India it is
called your "lagna" pronounced "lug-na".  Since the signs always proceed in a set order from the rising
sign, you thus have Cancer in your 2nd house, Leo in your 3rd house, Virgo in your 4th house, Libra in
your 5th house, Scorpio in your 6th house, Sagittarius in your 7th house, Capricorn in your 8th house,
Aquarius in your 9th house, Pisces in your 10th house, Aries in your 11th house, and Taurus in your
12th house.

The Sun is in the 5th house, in Libra.
The Moon is in the 10th house, in Pisces.
Mars is in the 4th house, in Virgo.
Mercury is in the 4th house, in Virgo.
Jupiter is in the 3rd house, in Leo.
Venus is in the 5th house, in Libra.
Saturn is in the 5th house, in Libra.
Rahu is in the 6th house, in Scorpio.
Ketu is in the 12th house, in Taurus.

Mercury is lord of the 1st house and is in the 4th.
Moon is lord of the 2nd house and is in the 10th.
Sun is lord of the 3rd house and is in the 5th.
Mercury is lord of the 4th house and is in the 4th.
Venus is lord of the 5th house and is in the 5th.
Mars is lord of the 6th house and is in the 4th.
Jupiter is lord of the 7th house and is in the 3rd.
Saturn is lord of the 8th house and is in the 5th.
Saturn is lord of the 9th house and is in the 5th.
Jupiter is lord of the 10th house and is in the 3rd.
Mars is lord of the 11th house and is in the 4th.
Venus is lord of the 12th house and is in the 5th.
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Readings Astrological CausePrinted on 10/19/2017 at 05:26

 May be boycotted by family members and have a poor relationship Mars conjoins Mercury, and
Mars is in 4.with them, but have good friends. You possess wealth and property

and lead a comfortable life.

"Nishkapata" Yoga is present in your chart. This means that you hate Venus is in 4 or Jupiter is in 4
or Mercury is in 4 or the lordsecrecy and hypocrisy. You prefer and value pure heartedness and
of the 4 is in 4, and  is nothomy, nicely decorated environment. You don't like to be surrounded
Mars is the lord of the 4, andby agression, passion or any unsafe, malefic or chaotic mood.
is not Saturn is the lord of theBenefics in the fourth house also mean, that you might have a
4 .nourrishing, positive relationship with your mother.

A variation of "Daridra" Yoga is present in your chart. At times you The lord of the 5 conjoins the
lord of the 6 or the lord of thewill experience some poverty or financial difficulties. This is a
5 conjoins the lord of the 12common and general combination that many people have, and it
or the lord of the 5 conjoinsaccounts for the general type of troubles that come and go in most of
the lord of the 8, and  is notour lives.
the lord of the 5 is aspected
by a benefic, and  is not the
lord of the 5 conjoins a
benefic.

At times, especially those ruled by the 4th lord, your feelings will be 4 is aspected by a malefic
planet or a malefic planet ishurt, and you will express this in various ways both in actions and
in 4.verbally.

Be very mindful of your diet as any neglect could harm your Mercury is under star 13-
Hasta, and  Mercury is in starintestinal health. You may be in the government service or public
quarter # 4.sector in the capacity of typist, clerk, accountant, or accounts and

finance executive.

Debilitated Sun in the fifth is not a fortunate placement  for issues The Sun is in 5, and  the Sun
DEB.like children and the health of body organs related to the Pitta-Dosha

like liver, spleen, bile and the stomach. Depending on other
placements in the chart, that your creativity or things you created in
life or your own children might in some ways suffer due to your
father's lifestyle or negligence or somehow be affected by it.

Happiness, education, conveyances, lands, agriculture, etc., will thrive The lord of the 4 is in a
kendra or the lord of the 4 iswell. You will dig wells and construct new houses. You will plant
in a trine or the lord of the 4trees and your agriculture will flourish.
is is in itÕs mulatrikona or
the lord of the 4 is exalted or
the lord of the 4 is in itÕs
own sign, and  the lord of the
4 is considered Strong in
Shad Bala.

Highly educated, absence of progeny. A lecturer, writer and with the Venus is in 5, and  Venus is in
Gemini or Venus is in Libraambition that your partner should be an intelligent, educated
or Venus is in Aquarius.companion. This position in female chart will indicate menstrual

trouble or barrenness.

In this period you may get children and if there be association with The lord of the 5 is in 5, and
the lord of the 5 is consideredbenefics, you will come in contact with noble men and will have
Strong in Shad Bala.happiness through your children.

In your chart, Mars is aspecting the Moon, which is a weak version of Moon is aspected by Mars.

"Chandra Mangal" Yoga, where Mars and the Moon occupie the
same constellation. This combination will definetely give your mind a
passionate streak. You tend to be fiery and energized and sometimes
impatient and quicktempered. How exactly this will effect your life
depends on different other factors in the chart, like what other aspects
the two involved planets receive, what houses they occupie, and
whether Mars is a benefic or a malefic for the rising sign.

Ketu will encourage you to waste your energy and wealth in sexual Taurus is in 12, and  Ketu is in
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indulgences. 12.

Mercury occupying this sign and house produces a great Yoga, Virgo is in 4, and  Mercury is
in 4.heralding the birth of a great soul. Your thinking is very evolved and

guides you to a high social status. Your understanding of divine
wisdom is deep; you are especially an expert in the life sciences.
There is no aggressive behavior.

Rahu produces enmity from low persons with whom you must finally Scorpio is in 6, and  Rahu is
in 6.come to terms. In spite of such reconciliation, you may lose some

social respectability.

Residence in another house. Sound health. Homeless; poverty Mars is in 4, and  Mars
conjoins a benefic.stricken; begging food; dilapidated house.

The Ascendant lord, Venus or Jupiter are located in a Kendra, which The lord of the 1 is in a
kendra or Venus is in a kendrawill bless your overall live to some degree. To have at least one good
or Jupiter is in a kendra.angular placement is of advantage for material life in general. If all

three planets are in Kendras, then the Yoga would have an accordingly
more strong and powerful effect. Fortune, wealth and other material
blessings would be almost guaranteed throughout life.

The Moon and Mercury are in an angle and are each conjoining at Mercury is in a kendra, and
Moon is in a kendra, andleast one malefic, which forms one kind  of "Matibhramana" Yoga.
Moon conjoins Mars orThis means, that mental disturbances can occur at times. Depending
Moon conjoins Saturn oron the number and the type of malefics that conjoin the two mental
Moon conjoins Jupiter orplanets and a number of other factors in the chart that need to be
Moon conjoins Venus orexamined carefully, mental imbalances can be anywhere from latent Moon conjoins Rahu or

and sporadically occuring to very severe and clinical. Moon conjoins Ketu or
On the other side, if such crucial personal factors in the chart like the Mercury conjoins Mars or
Moon, Mercury or the Ascendant are under the influence of Mercury conjoins Saturn or
especially Saturn or the Nodes, the person tends to be emotionally Mercury conjoins Jupiter or
deep and interested in spiritual matters. Such placements are also Mercury conjoins Venus or
often seen in the charts of psychics, yogis and ascetics. Mercury conjoins Rahu or

Mercury conjoins Ketu.

The Moon and Jupiter are sixth or eigth from each other. This shows, Moon is in 6 from Jupiter or
Moon is in 8 from Jupiter.that you do not have a very happy relationship with Jupiter, which

tends to cause you to take the wrong decisions in life. There will be
times when you lose your fortune temporarily, and then regain it later.
There may at the same time be some blemish on your reputation. It
may seem to happen over and over like some sort of repeating
tormenting situation in  life.

The Moon in this placement may cause you to be wavering, Moon is in Pisces.

changeable, lacking in concentration and stability, and although you
remain positive about others, you are easily disturbed. You are drawn
to things which are not concrete, such as spirituality and philosophy.
Reserved and retiring, eloquent, gifted, short-tempered, miser, learned,
social, many disappointments, voracious reader, author, inconsistent in
your love affairs.  Expert in fine arts, capable of winning over even
your adversaries, learned in scriptures, beautiful, musical, religious,
cohabits with a number of mates, a polite speaker, serves the leader,
happy and wealthy, won over by the opposite sex, virtuous, likes
water, liberal.

The fifth house generally has to do with children and this yoga Gemini is in 5 or Virgo is in
5 or Taurus is in 5 or Libra isindicates moderate blessings on the fifth house which leads us to
in 5 or Sagittarius is in 5 orbelieve that the relationship with children will be aan overall happy
Pisces is in 5, and  5 isexperience.
aspected by a benefic or
Jupiter is in 5 or Venus is in
5 .

The lord of the eleventh house of gains is well placed as it occupies The lord of the 11 is in 4 or
the lord of the 11 is in 9 orthe ninth, the fourth, or the eleventh house. The comforts of nice
the lord of the 11 is in 11.dwellings and fine vehicles shall be known to you in some way.
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There is satiety, clarity, and spiritual dedication in your life. You are Pisces is in 10, and  Moon is
in 10.forgiving, even to adversaries. You will be highly successful as a

preceptor and guardian.

This combination is of some advantage to your career and rise in life A benefic is in 10 from Moon
or a benefic is in 10.and your reputation.

This is the classic form of the  "Matibhraman" Yoga. The Moon and Mercury is aspected by Mars
or Mercury is aspected byMercury, the two mental and emotional factors in the chart are
Saturn or Mercury conjoinsafflicted by aspect or conjunction with the two Malefics Saturn and
Mars or Mercury conjoinsMars. Furthermore, any association or aspect by the benefic Jupiter is
Saturn, and  Moon is aspectedmissing. This placement tends to bring mental and emotional
by Mars or Moon is aspectedproblems of some kind into one's life. There might be deepressions by Saturn or Moon conjoins

or anxiety at times, difficulties in general to relate to others, Mars or Moon conjoins
eccentricity or isolation. Saturn, and  is not Moon is

aspected by Jupiter, and  is
not Mercury is aspected by
Jupiter, and  is not Moon
conjoins Jupiter, and  is not
Mercury conjoins Jupiter.

Very favorable and develops noble qualities. Jupiter is in 3, and  Jupiter is
in Aries or Jupiter is in Leo or
Jupiter is in Gemini or Jupiter
is in Libra or Jupiter is in
Aquarius.

You are a most attractive and innocent looking person. There is an Moon is under star 26-
Uttarabhadrapada.inherent magnetic force in your looks. If you look at a person with a

mild smile, rest assured, that person will be your slave. You keep
equal relationship with high and low people i.e. irrespective of the
status of the persons. You have a spot-less heart. You do not like to
give troubles to others. The only drawback noticed in the behavioral
field is that you have a short temper, however, it is not of a permanent
nature. You will not hesitate to sacrifice even your life to those you
love. At the same time once you are hurt you will become a lion. You
have wisdom, knowledge and personality. You are expert in delivering
attractive speeches. You are capable of vanquishing enemies and
attaining a fairly high position. You are sexually inclined always and
desirous of being in the company of the other sex. You can attain
mastery over several subjects at the same time. Even if you are not
academically much educated, your expression and knowledge will
equal that of highly educated person. You are much interested in fine
arts and have the ability to write prolonged articles or books. In the
work field, you can shine well due to your extraordinary capacity and
capability. Laziness is a remote question for you. Once you undertake
a job you cannot turn back till that job is completed. Even in the case
of utter failure you are not desperate. If you are employed you will
reach the top. In most of the cases it has been noticed that you are
employed initially in the lower or middle level positions, but later on
reaches a good position and always receive reward and praise from
others. It has been noticed that your stability in life or even the
slightest upward movement begins after marriage. You start your
livelihood at a very young age say 18 or 19 years of age. You will
have important changes in the professional field at 19th, 21st, 28th
30th, 35th and 42nd years. While you keep praising your father on
the one side due to his prominent personality and religious rigidity,
you cannot derive any benefit from him. You lead a neglected
childhood. You are normally subjected to a life away from your home
town. Your married life will be full of happiness. You will be blessed
to have a most suitable spouse. Your children also will be an asset,
most obedient, understanding and respecting children. You will be
blessed with grandchildren also. You are an ornament in your family.
Your health will be very good. You are non-caring about your own
health. Hence you will search for a doctor only when you are
seriously ill. You are prone to paralytic attack, stomach problems,
piles and hernia.
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You are likely to have artistic inclinations or even pursue a career in Venus conjoins Saturn or
Saturn is in 12 from Venus orart, especially if the involved planets are located in favourable houses.
Venus is aspected by Saturn.

You are talkative but in a sweet style and you may possess a hot Mercury is under star 13-
Hasta, and  Mercury istemper. You may be employed in the service of the government.
aspected by Moon.

You can be a poet of exceptional skill, capable of depicting amorous Libra is in 5, and  Venus is in
5 .feelings very artistically. You will try to attain social status by

throwing extravagant parties.

You may be separated from your father at an early age. The Sun is in 5, and  the Sun
is in a moveable Navamsa.

You may be connected with printing or typing job. Mars is under star 13-Hasta,
and  Mars is in star quarter #
3 .

You may be deprived of children: even if you do have a child it will Libra is in 5, and  the Sun is
in 5.not bring happiness. You may suffer from despondency, a sense of

inferiority, and bad habits, though an interest in administration,
mathematics, social organization, psychoanalysis or literature will help
add a positive tone.

You may be employed in defense or in some security department. Moon is under star 26-
Uttarabhadrapada, and  Moon
is aspected by Mars.

You may earn yourliving as a cook or  musician. The lord of the 3 is in 5, and
the lord of the 3 conjoins the
lord of the 5, and  the lord of
the 3 is considered Weak in
Shad Bala.

You may have a sibling who becomes wealthy abroad. The lord of the 7 is in 3, and
the lord of the 7 has at least
one beneficial placement
attribute.

You may possess the nature of an older person, perhaps slow The lord of the 6 is in 4, and
the lord of the 6 has at leastmovement, etc. You may experience obstacles to continuous
one beneficial placementeducation. Your mother may be weak constitution. Your uncles may
attribute.live by agriculture.

You may undergo troubles from debts, cuts and wounds. Saturn is considered Strong in
Shad Bala, and  Mars is
considered Strong in Shad
Bala.

You might feel misunderstood by relatives and friends- like an The lord of the 4 conjoins a
malefic planet or the lord ofoutcaste, often just due to misunderstandings.
the 4 is aspected by a malefic
planet or the lord of the 4 is
in the house of an enemy or
the lord of the 4 is in the
house of a great friend the
house of a great friend or the
lord of the 4 DEB.

You possess the ability to express your ideas and make others Rahu is under star 18-Jyestha,
and  Rahu is in star quarter #understand them. You will care little for material benefit.
3 .

You prefer living alone. The lord of the 6 is in 4, and
the lord of the 5 is considered
Strong in Shad Bala.

You will acquire conveyances, real estate, livestock, and good dress. The lord of the 1 is in 4, and
the lord of the 1 conjoins theYou may get a new house. You will be respected by your relatives and
lord of the 4.will derive benefit through the company of relatives, learned people

and friends.

You will be a minister's peer, amiable for your special virtues and Saturn is under star 16-
Visakha, and  Saturn is in starendowed with long life.
quarter # 3.

You will be famous and you and your siblings will have noble The lord of the 3 is in 5, and
the lord of the 3 conjoins theconnections. You may get wealth through some divine service or
lord of the 5.surrender.
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You will be highly qualified and acquire knowledge from a foreign Jupiter is under star 10-
Magha, and  Jupiter is in starland. You may not be suited for the business world, but will fit right
quarter # 2.into the armed forces or a government agency..

You will be bereaved on account of separation from the brother and The Sun is in Libra, and
Gemini is in 1.will have an equilibrium of loss and gain.

You will be rich, endowed with all comforts, good and devoted Moon is under star 26-
Uttarabhadrapada, and  Moonspouse, one daughter and one son living and long life to them. You
is in star quarter # 4.will meet with some danger due to water when you are 5 year old,

dysentery and high fever when you are 8 years old, too much
unexpected complications when you are nine years old and moves in
the eastern direction when you are 24 years old in connection with
employment.

You will earn wealth through your mother, agriculture,  and real The lord of the 11 is in 4, and
the lord of the 11 has at leastestate.
one beneficial placement
attribute.

You will have a career in travel or something related to travel. The lord of the 7 conjoins the
lord of the 10.

You will have the comforts of good servants, expert in astrology, and Moon is under star 26-
Uttarabhadrapada, and  Moonmay be an artisan.
is aspected by Mercury.

You will live for 90 years old and will meet with death in the month of Moon is under star 26-
Uttarabhadrapada, and  is notOctober.
Moon is aspected by a
malefic planet.

Youl become well-connected by marriage, but many impediments Leo is in 3, and  Jupiter is in
3 .arise in married life. Your professional career does not go smoothly.

Your sensitive nature, sharp intellect and personal difficulties drive
you to spirituality, though in fits of depression you may indulge in
truly disrespectful behavior.

Your chart shows one of the famous "Pancha Mahapurusha Yogas", Mercury is in a kendra or
Mercury is in a trine, and"the five planetary combinations, that create great people". They arise,
Mercury is in itÕs own signwhen Mars, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter or Saturn occupies it's own or
or Mercury is exalted, andexaltation sign in the chart, while being in an angular or trinal house.
Mercury a benefic.These are very useful, but fairly frequently occuring Yogas and they

do not always give the promised effects, as the involved planet needs
to be strong, well-placed and free from malefic aspects. In your case,
it is Mercury, creating "Bhadra Yoga" or "the auspicious
combination". If the Yoga manifests not only from the Ascendant, but
additionally from the Moon and the Sun Lagnas, then it will be
accordingly more powerful. If Mercury is in its exaltation sign, the
dispositor needs to be strong, in order to provide the results. A strong
and well-aspected Mercury will bestow the good mercurial qualities
upon the person, and when the planet is in an angle, especially in the
Ascendant or the seventh house, the characteristics tend to also show
on the physical level, as opposed to planets situated in trinal houses,
that tend to manifest more subtly. You might be very learned,
intellectual, eloquent and communicative. You possess a sensitive,
mind and a good intuition, have diplomatic abilities and are fun and
interesting to be around, as you probably have good sense of humor.
You have an easy time to maintain a youthful and slender appearance,
be healthy or interested in health matters, are clean and organised,
talented in computer knowledge, astrology, medicine, mathematics,
communications, writing, editing, trade and commerce or some kind
of research or science. If Mercury aspects the Ascendant or the Moon
the above mentioned qualities will be hightened. If Mercury is too
dominating in a horoscope, it might make the person overly analytical,
and they might try to find a logical explanation for everything.

Your chart shows one of the famous "Pancha Mahapurusha Yogas", Venus is in a kendra or Venus
is in a trine, and  Venus is in"the five planetary combinations, that create great people". They arise,
itÕs own sign or Venus is
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when Mars, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter or Saturn occupies its own or exalted, and  Venus a benefic.

exaltation sign in the chart, while being in an an angular or trinal
house. These are very useful, but fairly frequently occuring Yogas
and they do not always give the promised effects, as the involved
planet needs to be strong, well-placed and free from malefic aspects.
In your case, it is Venus, creating "Malavya" Yoga. If the Yoga
manifests not only from the Ascendant, but additionally from the
Moon and the Sun Lagnas, then it will be accordingly more powerful.
If Venus is in its exaltation sign, the dispositor needs to be strong, in
order to provide the results. A strong and well-aspected Venus will
bestow the good venusian qualities upon the person, and when the
planet is in an angle, the characteristics tend to also show on the
physical level, as opposed to planets situated in trinal houses, that tend
to manifest more subtly. If overall Venus is strong in the chart,
especially if it is also aspecting or conjoining the Moon or the
Ascendant, venusian qualities and attributes like sensual pleasures,
fine arts, beautyful clothes, nice vehicles, prosperity, comfort, material
resources, an attractive, graceful or charming appearance and an
appreciation of exquisite or refined foods are predominant in your
life. It might also bless you with a desirable spouse, if it is located in
the seventh house for example. "Malavya" Yoga is common to find in
the charts of beautyful and wealthy people, entertainers and artists.

Your life may be full of anxieties . You cannot accumulate wealth by Ketu is under star 5-
Mrgashira, and  Ketu is in staryour own effort. However, you will spend a peaceful and happy life,
quarter # 1.mainly due to the financial stability of your children and the benefit

derived from them. You  may have difficulty with your eyes during
middle age.

Your wisdom and intellect may say different things, and you are faced Mercury is considered Strong
in Shad Bala, and  Jupiter iswith the decision to follow one or the other.
considered Strong in Shad
Bala.

Your Signs
01-Gemini in the Ascendant gives you an attractive appearance. Gemini is in 1.

Usually tall, with large hands and feet,you may be lean and thin with
beautiful eyes and a sharp nose. Your intelligence and pleasant
demeanor make your face radiant. You have a special skill in
diplomatic negotiations, expertise in trade practices, a talent for
dramatic performances, and a great capacity to conceal your emotions.
Ambivalence will be your outstanding feature. You are often bashful
and very selective in speech. You like to meet people, travel
extensively, and acquire knowledge. You have a special ability to
influence people and you delight in sporting with the opposite sex.
You have an adaptable, dual personality. You can be serious or trivial,
depending on your mood and circumstances. Success in life depends
on intuitively understanding other people's thoughts and emotions.
This capacity to interpret the thoughts and feelings of others enbales
you to be a very successful writer or novelist. Among the planets,
Venus has a special affinity with a person born under this sign, while
Mars, the Sun and Jupiter produce adverse results. The Moon is a
killer, but if posited with favorable planets may yield auspicious
results. The Moon, who is the lord of the 2nd, does not become a
death-significator of a person born in Gemini Ascendant. This is
undoubted. You will have a dear spouse, be fond of ornaments,
charitable, respectable, will have two mothers, favorable even to your
enemies, interested in music, fine arts, amusement, poetry, gentle, fond
of beautification, conceited, truthful, impatient, crafty, have a few
relatives, will possess limbs of irregular sizes, fierce in appearance,
will destroy even fearful enemies, and be endowed with lands, jewels,
gold etc.

04-When Virgo occupies the fourth house it causes you to engaged Virgo is in 4.

in accumulating wealth and riches, though you may be unable to
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retain them. You are very intelligent and capable of establishing a
quick rapport with gifted or important persons, but your openness,
sympathy, and ambivalent disposition often bring you into contact
with unethical characters who discredit you and make you unhappy.
However, you can retrieve your position and clear yourself of any
ignominy. You may have secret leanings toward magic.

10-Pisces in the Tenth house makes you very religious, an advocate Pisces is in 10.

of conventional philosophies and morals. You want to work for a
cause, and are never satisfied unless you have attained the highest.

12-You engage in material pursuits, but dissatisfaction with the Taurus is in 12.

existing conditions will be present. You will always be doing
something to alleviate your circumstances, but you may not be
moving in the right direction. You are likely to immerse yourself ever
deeper in materiality and drift farther away from ultimate release.

Fortunate for begetting children and a happy family life. You are not Libra is in 5.

terribly interested in education or the development of intellectual
faculties. Your main interest is in spouse, children, and money. Your
interest in the higher values of life is merely superficial. You want to
achieve success and personal glory so that you may be a hero to
family and society.

Scorpio occupying the Sixth house produces sexual issues of one Scorpio is in 6.

sort or another. You meet with problems such as long absence from
homeland or guilt and secrecy regarding your humble origins.
Diseases and other humiliating situations will be of the sort that
cannot be discussed in the open. The basic problem arises from the
fact that there are two distinct components to your personality, each
one trying to deny the existence of the other. This conflict seriously
distorts the personality.

Very powerful and courageous. Your intellect is sharp and you attain Leo is in 3.

a good professional status. Your ambitions run high. You earn money
through your own effort and are very self-reliant. Your attachment to
others is marginal: when you feel that a particular individual is of little
use to you, you easily gives up the relationship.

Moon
Moon connected with Mars indicates extreme sensitivity. The Moon/ Moon conjoins Mars or

Moon is aspected by Mars.Mars person may also be reckless, explosive and impulsive in action.

Moon in a water sign indicates that your emotional nature is more Moon is in Pisces or Moon is
in Cancer or Moon is indominant, and you will hold onto feeling and connections. Cancer and
Scorpio.Scorpio are especially motherly and nurturing.

This placement produces variable fame, changes in position, Moon is in 10.

tremendous responsibilities, and relationships in which coolness of
mind is essential. You are a source of social inspiration and receive a
great deal of praise. You tend to be devoted to your father and family.
You are smart, contented and quiet. You get wealth and recognition
from the state. Reputed and bold. Contented with small gain. Wealth
brightens your personality. Sober and noble. Possible gain from
women of high family. You tend to be pious. Support from friends
and relations. Gain from the leaders or people of equally high status.
Malice with the eldest Child. You are ambitious and so acquire
prominent positions. Fluctuating and changing business employment
from seafaring, traveling-hawking goods to advertising, on the largest
scale, rare and novel items. You will suffer little grief, be dutiful,
successful in your undertakings, affluent, pure, very strong, valorous
and charitable.

Unfavorable to the parents. As the years pass, relations with them are Moon is in 10, and  Moon is
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not good. in Aries or Moon is in
Gemini or Moon is in Cancer
or Moon is in Leo or Moon is
in Virgo or Moon is in Libra
or Moon is in Scorpio or
Moon is in Sagittarius or
Moon is in Capricorn or
Moon is in Aquarius or Moon
is in Pisces.

You are surrounded by a number of exceptional mates or partners. Moon is aspected by
Mercury, and  Moon is inYou occupy an eminent position and are happy.  Independent,
Pisces.administrative powers, wealth.

You have a combination in your chart which causes unhappiness. It is Moon is aspected by Mars,
and  Moon is in Pisces.that your moon, being in Pisces and aspected by Mars, causes you to

do things or think things that make you unhappy, you worry too
much and things simply don't go your way. Lots of things come up
that bother you and thus you suffer more than others. This is also an
indication of your mother not being seen as high class, which is very
relative to time, place and circumstance. You may also be rash and
suffer dishonor.

Your emotional problems tend to be prominent, and you may be Moon conjoins Mars or
Moon is aspected by Mars,sensitivity to being slighted, feeling mental agitation and turmoil . Due
and  Moon is in Pisces orto some kind of emotional insecurity, you want others to tell you how
Moon is in Cancer or Moonthey feel about you. If you don't get this feedback, you may become
is in Scorpio.agitated. You will work hard to obtain affection from another.

Sun
A debilitated Sun can ruin everything. Try to get Sun. Try to come to The Sun DEB.

terms with the "authority" energy. Try to get life going in your
physical life--exercise, try to move faster--get yourself going. Allow
the light of truth, beauty and love and happiness to shine into the
depths of your person and light up your spirits!

Clever in dealing in pottery, metals, alloys or articles made from The Sun conjoins Saturn.

metals and alloys. There is the possibility of the premature death of a
son or spouse. You have a religious bent of mind and follows the
tradition of your family, but you should work to controll your temper.
Good with machines, virtuous, mindful of own duties, may become
learned and seen as "mature".

Earns money by dealing in things having to do with the eyes, colors, The Sun conjoins Venus.

paints, or from the stage, theater, cinema, public amusements,
weapons, arms and ammunition. Will be intelligent. There may be
gain through the spouse or their relations, or from other contacts due
to the opposite sex. Skillful in the use of weapons, mighty, weak
sighted in old age, able to amuse the public, libidinous, interested in
music, happy in regard to spouse and friends.

The fifth house is a strong placement for the Sun. It focuses the The Sun is in 5.

intelligence more on learning than material gathering. Usually this
limits or denies children. This is favorable for becoming a spiritualist
and teaching same. Idealistic tendencies may surface. Sharp intellect,
even cruelty to opponents may manifest. You may be inclined to
study philosophy, alchemy, astrology, etc. The Sun works on the
consciousness aspect of life rather than on matter or form. Thus it
ordinarily bestows only one son and does not help to make the
individual rich. It will, however, make him intellectually bright. You
may suffer on account of your first born son. Your mind is sharp.
You are sometimes manipulative of others, and you enjoy amassing
money. This is favorable for all matters of enterprising nature. The
speculative interests are very keen and the capacity for enjoyment,
very great. Children are harmed by the Sun in the 5th. Either
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abortions, early loss, or problems from them arise. The exact type is
not sure, but that some harm or trouble from or to the children is
indicated by this Sun, so beware accordingly. Also, you like to roam
in forests and hills, and your mind is very good, though you use it
sometimes to cheat others. This Sun is good for learning. Second
marriage is partially indicated by this placement also.

This brings the following general characteristics, which get modified The Sun is in Libra.

by specific aspects and characteristics in other places in your chart.
The Sun is fallen in this sign. This is not good for the things the Sun
controls. There will come from this condition frustrations, losses,
much travel, expenditures, moving out of distress, meanness, will live
by selling gold and other metals, no affection, jealousy, doing others
jobs, extra marital affairs, dirtiness, laziness, may incur wrath from the
government and be shameless. These negative effects may come and
go at different times. There are positions of other planets which can
counter these bad effects also. Nevertheless, this position gives you
some of these challenges to overcome in this life.

This placement bodes well for your father in general. The Sun conjoins a benefic.

Will be famous and lead a charmed life. The Sun conjoins Venus, and
the Sun is in 5 or the Sun is in
8 or the Sun is in 10.

Mars
Gains wealth and leads a comfortable life. Mars conjoins Mercury, and

Mars is in 4 or Mars is in 7 or
Mars is in 10.

Good at business, commerce. Plants, timber, trees, inks, oils. Mars conjoins Mercury.

Diplomacy and speaking/writing are good too. You have good
ingenuity for things such as medicine, arts, crafts. Marriage is not
helped by this however. You may contact troubled friends from
broken relationships and have affairs with them. Although you are
active, you sometimes want to live at the expense of others. You have
to deal with an unlucky spouse and may have to also deal with people
who lose their spouses and go around causing trouble to others
because of their inability to take full responsibility for their lives and
actions. May be an architect or a machinist/metallurgist, or good at
making chemical combinations such as medicines, or a carpenter, also
has good salesmanship abilities or a bit of a cheating/misleading
mentality. Mars makes you a good fighter.

Mars enables you to acquire property and status, but you feel a great Virgo is in 4, and  Mars is in
4 .hankering for emotional satisfaction: denied maternal affection, the

relationship with your spouse is afflicted and you are socially ill-
adjusted. You may even be involved in litigation and disputes
regarding property matters.

Mars precipitates the impact of past karmic deeds, especially those of Mars is in 4.

an adverse nature. Ordinarily, Mars is a planet of selfishness, greed,
and rash action, which, in the long run, catch up with you in the form
of physical or psychological problems. Mars creates impatience,
impulsiveness, and self-centeredness, unless it receives auspicious
aspects or is in exaltation or its own sign. As a result, you may be
considered cruel, inflexible, and covetous by nature. Under such
circumstances, Mars may produce affliction for the mother, loss of
property, dependence on manual labor to earn a livelihood, and
constant movement from one place to another. Generally, you are not
born into a respectable family, are abandoned by siblings, favors bad
company, and involve yourself in tawdry sexual affairs. You earn
your living by serving bad people. No gain through friends and
relatives. Apprehensive of enemies; government favor and doles of
clothes and fabric through the rich. Mars in this house denotes
quarrels with parents, disputes in family, unpleasant domestic affairs
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leading to misunderstandings and strife. NOTE: Take it that this is a
negative Mars placement, and take the things mentioned as areas to
look to for this impact, but not necessarily as 'drastically' as is
indicated.

Parents are short-lived; a second spouse is possible. Physical Mars is in 4, and  Mars is in
Aries or Mars is in Taurus orsuffering in the 18th, 28th 38th or 48th year. Success gained only
Mars is in Leo or Mars is inafter migration.
Virgo or Mars is in
Sagittarius or Mars is in
Capricorn or Mars is in
Aquarius or Mars is in Pisces.

There is some indication that you will have two spousal relationships, Mars is in 2 or Mars is in 7 or
Mars is in 8 or Mars is in 4 orbut this is a very general reading. The cause of this reading is very
Mars is in 12.common being in almost half of all charts. Therefore, take it as just

one small indication in that direction, to be combined with other more
powerful combinations which are more certain.

This placement is good for being a surgeon, physician, pharmacist or Mars is in Virgo.

groceries merchant. You are original and inventive. You have to
struggle to reach goals, self willed, nervous. You like your employees
or helpers, and are separated from your friends. When Mars is
afflicted you can be cross at times, hasty, obstinate and inviting
hostility from others. You are honorable, worthy, fond of love and
music, soft spoken, learned, fears enemies, skillful in scripture and
fine art.

Works as the protector, guardian, or "heavy person" in an otherwise Mars is aspected by Moon,
and  Mars is in Gemini orfeminine or "Mercurial" environment; you may be employed in
Mars is in Virgo.government. Nice looking and very courteous. Affluence,

responsibility and popularity. Rash action leads to humiliation.

You may suffers from wounds, weapons and plague. Mars conjoins the lord of the
1, and  Mars conjoins the lord
of the 6.

Mercury
Frequently changes place. You are a good adviser, careful in Mercury is in 4, and  Mercury

conjoins a malefic planet.conversation. Gentle, loss of wealth in 22nd year. Blessed with
offspring in 22nd year. Success in job, fond of music; soft spoken;
untrustworthy; lazy. Your Mercury may be good for wealth, but if
you find it so, you may find trouble to a brother coming also.

Physical comforts, a large number of friends and relations, and a very Mercury is in 4.

sharp intelligence are indicated by this placement of Mercury in the
4th house. Ability to understand the great range of truths of life. This
is a very good Mercury for "understanding". Very considerate to
others. You could take to astrology should you desire to. Many great
astrologers are found to have Mercury in the 4th house. However,
there will probably also be frequent change of residence, and worry or
anxiety through domestic affairs. Likely career choices: Private
institutions of learning, dealings with real estate, publishing, or home-
based businesses. You are composed, learned. Gain comes from
parental or authority figures. Basically, it could be said that at heart
you are like an heir to the kingdom. You serve the established order
and understand it like a prince or princess would understand the
kingdom. An advisor of some sort. You write or others take your
dictation. You befriend the best of the people. Administrator in the
court. Your orders are honored even by the family members. Income
through hard labor. Adept in music, traveling, scholar, mathematician.

This placement promotes communication and gives many friends, it Mercury is in a kendra from
Moon.also indicates stong emotions and the tendency to be overly sensitive

to criticism. You may find that your relationships may be kept at
some distance due to your emotional nature. Guard against making
unreasonable demands upon your friends.
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You are very skilled in the areas of communications, writing, editing, Mercury is aspected by
Moon, and  Mercury is innetworking and all types of literary pursuits. This is very good for
Gemini or Mercury is inlearning and teaching, arguing, learning languages, music, etc.
Virgo.

You may suffer from diseases due to bile. Mercury conjoins the lord of
the 1, and  Mercury conjoins
the lord of the 6.

Your intelligence or deeper thinking capacity is very strong, giving Mercury is in Virgo.

you understanding of finer things, original thinking, retentive
memory, and fondness for discussion and literature.

Jupiter
03-Jupiter in the Third House may make you something of a coward, Jupiter is in 3.

yielding your wealth to your brothers and philosophizing rather than
taking action or engaging in definite activities. You gain wealth but
very often loses it. This Jupiter is good for fame and prosperity.
Sometimes there are many brothers, but they suffer somehow. Joint
partnership amongst siblings is unfavorable. Some will be more active
than the others. All will thrive in separate ventures, either wealth or
fame. Best profession is that of teachers or lecturers. Ungrateful, not
a friend of friends, untrustworthy, little gain despite good luck, base.
You extend every help to your brothers, but there is no financial gain.
Miser, discredited, stingy, strong fraternal feelings, dyspepsia,
unsuccessful with spouse, debauch. Poor, crafty and ungrateful, loss
of appetite, infirm, wicked; brother reputed. Melancholy, lean, hungry
and lazy. Impressive, skilled, ascetic, prospers at the cost of friends
and distressed people. Voyaging and traveling. Inspite of wealth, lives
poor.You are hopeful, cultured, jovial, kind, considerate, religious and
philosophical in every kind of transaction. Sincere, polite and rational
in writing or dialogue. Understands the popular thought. Gain
through education, literature, publishing, traveling, kinsmen, friends.

Fame and prosperity is helped. Jupiter is in 3 or Jupiter is in
8 or Jupiter is in 9.

Fortunate for personal health and progeny. Secret service, judiciary, Jupiter is in Leo.

embassy and uncommon occurrences. Progeny; prudence; intuitive;
much traveling. Name and fame.

You will be engaged in good deeds. Jupiter conjoins the lord of
the 10 or Jupiter is aspected
by the lord of the 10.

Venus
Efficient in calligraphy, painting, etc. Your wealth increases due to Venus conjoins Saturn.

patronage extended by the opposite sex. You are athletic and own
decent vehicles. You are fond of travel and clever in timber work and
artisanship. You may also be a good surgeon.

Pleasure through marriage and progeny; fond of good attire, strong, Venus is in Libra.

no job is difficult, much traveling, protector, devoted to learned
persons and spiritual persons, cultured taste, popular, Charming and
good natured.

Venus is more concerned with sensual enjoyment than accepting Venus is in 5.

responsibility. Under its influence, you are more interested in
appreciating or patronizing the arts than in creating them, and more
interested in romance than the duties of parenthood. You will have
more daughters than sons, as well as being wealthy and cultured.
Your goal in life is not concerned with the attainment of spiritual
awareness or an enduring reputation; immediate gain, sociability,
respectability and sensual enjoyment motivate him. Venus in the 5th
house indicates success in love affairs; lasting pleasures out of life;
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fruitful union and beautiful children; name and fame through off-
springs; social accomplishments through entertainment's, concerts,
gatherings. Gain through speculation, investments, art and music,
children, schools and playgrounds. You may be blessed with noble
sons, financial gain, success, capacity to compose classics. Early birth
of a son, sudden and large gain; reciting poetry in assemblies;
opportunities for delicious food. Faithful friends, lustful, effluence, an
advisor or lawyer. God's plenty. Handsome and blessed with many
vehicles. Learned. Skilled in art and poetry. Royal honor. Rich,
skilled, able leader, dexterous in amorous sport, a politician and a
diplomat. Learned in various sciences, prosperous, proud and
charitable. Loss of reputation. Tactful, just and fair.

Will be under the influence of your spouse. May be wealthy, and Venus conjoins Saturn, and
Venus is in 1 or Venus is in 4occupy a high rank under the leader of something.
or Venus is in 5 or Venus is in
9 or Venus is in 10.

You have the capacity for good careers that are witnessed by many, Venus conjoins Saturn, and
Venus is in 1 or Venus is in 4specifically the arts or fighting professionally, and you may be a
or Venus is in 5 or Venus is inwanderer.
7 or Venus is in 9 or Venus is
in 10.

Saturn
Gain through travel and foreign countries, gentle, soft, learned, Saturn is in Libra.

philanthropic, recognized by the community, much intellectual
exercises, broken home, attachment to prostitutes. Good for doctors
and lawyers and any other profession also.

Generally, gives unfavorable results. Saturn is in 5, and  Saturn is
in Taurus or Saturn is in Virgo
or Saturn is in Libra or Saturn
is in Capricorn or Saturn is in
Aquarius.

Long life will be conferred. Saturn conjoins the lord of
the 8 or Saturn is aspected by
the lord of the 8.

Saturn constricts where it influences. In the fifth house, it restricts the Saturn is in 5.

children, makes childbirth difficult, or makes children seem restrictive
and troublesome to you. It brings unhappiness with life. Self-
destructive towards spousal relationships. The education has breaks.
What others see as high ideals may not inspire you. You are likely to
be in manual labor, not caring for common law, and lacking finances.
Unfortunate in love relationships, you prefer those who are senior in
age and manner. Likes those who are religious. You may feel
unsuccessful in your pursuit of prayer because you feel unworthy--
gives a feeling of not achieving your religious goal (which is
philosophically a great thing as feeling successful in religion is
ridiculous to those who know it well). You feel your mind is impure.
You have disputes with friends. All this adds up to you becoming
really religious. Trouble comes to the children and to yourself
because of doubts or wrong advice. You are negative about the rich,
and grief comes from friends. Your deep thoughts may be of such a
nature as to make you not caring for friends so much, not willing to
be relied on, and thus an unknown. This you may take as inevitable or
even welcome.
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Rahu
Rahu produces great sustaining power when placed in the Sixth Rahu is in 6.

house. Every physical impediment is mysteriously removed, success
in temporal endeavors is assured, and diplomatic skill is developed to
a considerable extent. You may not have much idealism in life and
may even keep undesirable company. You will feel the allure of
unethical, disrespectful or forbidden activities. Your strength, wisdom,
valor and conscience are stable. This Rahu denotes destruction of the
adversary. Gain of wealth, knowledge, vigor. No gain through uncles.
Wealth through foreign leader type; trouble in back, for animals.
Longevity, prosperous, of noble birth, Debauch. You may be a hero,
handsome, intelligent, respected, well-known. If well-aspected, all the
evils fade away. A strong Rahu indicates vehicular wealth. Progeny to
uncle denied; or daughters only. Rahu in Sixth House promotes
health and strength, trusted employees, favors service, fortune through
paternal relatives; some income or employment. Benefit through
prosperous uncles aunts. Danger from service in army or navy.
Strong and brave. Radical, affluent, with conveyance. Jewelry, wealth
and fortune. Robust health. This Rahu indicates an unstable mind of
the father and maternal uncle. You may be infirm, imbecile, absence of
enemies, friendly, full of riches. Black mole in the back. Death due to
blow of stick, stone, animal, falling from tree or by drowning. You are
patient, tolerant, prosperous.

Revengeful, much strife and struggle for living, hardly any Rahu is in Scorpio, and  Ketu
is in Taurus.achievement worth a name Excited when challenged. Touches

extremes resulting in misfortunes. Hidden motives and energies
seldom find an expression. Fortune through a noble partner, though
you survive your spouse. Honor and recognition from the
government and learned people. Fair and just.

Ketu
In your mind you think of spiritual life as real and true and so you Ketu is in 12.

know that material life is not the aim of life. This comes gradually as
you get older, as material expectations are one by one ruled out as
unfulfilling. Therefore, gradually through life, you spend more of
your time and energy towards serving good causes. Also, in an
attempt to sort things out in this transition, you become restless, and
sometimes try to spend for pleasure, only to feel increased frustration.
Overall, you should do well because of your sincere approach to life.
Areas to try to prevent disease troubles would include the feet, eyes
and private parts.

Yogas-Special Combinations
This is an odd yoga, which tends to indicate that, due to troubles you The Sun is in 5, and  the Sun

is in Capricorn Navamsa orhave with your father, or father-like authority figures or offices, your
the Sun is in Aquariuschildren will suffer on this account.  This can be extended from
Navamsa.children to your creations or creativity.
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First Family
You will have many siblings and they will be wealthy, mainly due to The lord of the 3 is in 5, and

the lord of the 3 has at leastreligious ties. You will be wealthy or may be adopted by a rich man.
one beneficial placement
attribute.

Your father will be long-lived. The Sun conjoins the lord of
the 9.

Your mother may become a widow. Mars is in 4 or Rahu is in 4.

Your siblings may suffer some misfortune. The lord of the 3 is in 5, and
the lord of the 3 has at least
one negative placement
attribute.

Your sibling will have mixed fortunes (i.e., fortunes and misfortunes The lord of the 3 is in 5, and
the lord of the 3 has at leastboth).
one beneficial placement
attribute, and  the lord of the
3 has at least one negative
placement attribute.

Health
 Your overall health and well-being is helped and increased. This kind A benefic is in a kendra.

of general, positive placement removes other negative forces in your
chart.

Diseases will have a hard time overwhelming you. A benefic is in a trine.

Physical felicity somewhat stripped away. The lord of the 1 conjoins a
malefic planet.

Career/Work
Especially during or beginning in Sun ruled periods, you may The Sun is in 5, and  the Sun

is in Gemini or the Sun is inbecome a lecturer, writer, publisher or public figure. The spouse may
Libra or the Sun is inalso at that time fall sick. At times you are not respected because of
Aquarius.your way of dealing with others, your children if any, your temper,

and your way of dealing with religious issues. You will be seen as a
"rabble rouser" at times. Watch for this in Sun-ruled periods
especially.

This placement not good for fulfillment of career objectives. It is said The lord of the 10 is in 3.

that it ruins "Raja Yogas" or combinations for becoming "rich like
Kings". Basically, the all important 10th Lord should go to another
wealth-giving or strong house for the commonly desired material
well-being to be insured. This placement can be taken in a general
way to indicate that the person is so oriented towards "brothers and
sisters" that they cannot be really good exploiters or entrepreneurs,
out for themselves. They are more of the friendly working type, who
would rather have associates than wealth "at any price". Famous
brothers, good learning and a desire to uplift the poor manifest in this
situation. Talent in arts and strong determination are manifest as well.
The ability to rear many children may also be notable. Look to the
lord of the 10th for these things.

You will tend to acquire wealth through service commerce, trade, The lord of the 2 is in 10, and
the lord of the 2 has at leastsacrifices, performance or religious rites and ceremonies and
one beneficial placementagriculture.
attribute.
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Wealth
Accumulation of wealth. Gains in the area of finances overall The lord of the 5 conjoins the

lord of the 9.throughout your life.

You may find yourself far from home and may have to struggle to A malefic planet is in 12.

survive.

You will acquire property. Mars conjoins the lord of the
4 .

Your wealth and other forms of gain are improved.  If there is an elder 11 has at least one beneficial
placement attribute.sibling, they may be very successful and  be of help to you.

Religion
You father will be a good person, charitable, and performer of good 9 has at least one beneficial

placement attribute.deeds, he will also be dedicated to those wiser than himself.

Other Fortunes
Fortunate and famous. Saturn is exalted, and  Saturn

is in 5 or Saturn is in 9.

Good life in general, wealth, intelligence. The lord of the 1 is in a
kendra.

Success after a lot of hindrance, delay and disappointment. Full Saturn is in 5, and  Saturn is
in Gemini or Saturn is ineducation and an advocate or judge. Early separation from parent;
Libra or Saturn is in Aquarius.adopted son; possible loss of accumulated wealth.

This person's father is well-to-do, and they may get a fortunate child The lord of the 9 is in 5.

as well. They are sincere in offering prayer, intelligent and make good
investments. They are talented as teachers and advisors. If the 9th
house lord is placed in the 5th house, the father of the person will be
an eminent person. Or his son may be a lord.  If the 9th house lord is
placed in the 5th house, the father of the person will be an eminent
person. Or his son may be a lord.

You will gain proficiency in international law, labor legislation, and Libra is in 5, and  Saturn is in
5 .engineering. Your married life will be slightly strained, though

perhaps not seriously. You may earn a great deal of money through
large corporations.

Marriage
There is the possibility of separation from the son. Mercury is in 4, and  the Sun

is in 5.

Children
A noble son. Blessed with one son. Saturn is in 5, and  Saturn is

exalted or Saturn is in itÕs
own sign.
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Fame
Fame and power will be conferred in this period. The lord of the 8 conjoins the

lord of the 9 or the lord of the
8 is aspected by the lord of
the 9 or the lord of the 9 is
aspected by the lord of the 8.

Astrological Points
The Moon will give favorable results during his periods. Moon conjoins Mars or

Moon is aspected by Mars or
Mars is aspected by Moon.

Other General Readings
Having good intentions, trouble through one's child, being intelligent The lord of the 5 is in 5.

but of unsteady mind; this person will be a chief priest or advisor and
has potential in stocks, the entertainment line, teaching and the
investment industry.  If the lord of the fifth house is placed in the fifth
house, it is good for children. As the fifth house indicates intellect
etc., these will be abundant. He will have grace from above. His
children will be prosperous.

With this placement you will find more happiness in the middle part The lord of the 1 is in a
kendra or Jupiter is in aof life.
kendra.

You will be emotionally upset due to fear from enemies, will be Venus conjoins Saturn, and
Venus conjoins the Sun.devoid of honor and knowledge of arts and poetry, will have a mean

history. You may be a cheat at times. Your life will be often upset.
You will be sick but will acquire some money in your old age. Look
out for heart trouble.

Your children may become very wealthy and fortunate. You will be The lord of the 5 has at least
one beneficial placementvery powerful, do well and will be a friend of highly paced people.
attribute.You are intelligent and educated. You will have many people who

listen to your advice.

Your intellect and energy have teamed up in this life. You are not the Mercury conjoins Mars.

kind of person who studies without acting, rather what you think deep
inside flows out into your actual activities. This is very good for
things for such activities as sports and other engagements in life
which require good thinking joined with quick deliberate actions.
Doctors benefit from this combination, as do other professions where
the person must think and act on their feet.
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